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Win a trip for 2 to London!
Pickering and Ferens Homes is delighted to have
teamed up with train operating company First
Hull Trains to offer a lucky resident one of the best
competition prizes we have ever given away.

First Hull Trains was established in 2000 and
passenger numbers have steadily increased over the
years with 735,358 people travelling on board last
year.

The award winning firm, which runs seven direct train
services between Hull and London on weekdays and
five each day on weekends, has very kindly given us
two First Class train tickets, enabling Pickering and
Ferens Homes residents to be in with the chance of
winning a fantastic day out in the capital city.

First Hull Trains offers excellent value for money, with
cheaper fares available all year round – standard
tickets are available
from just £10 and
First Class from
only £35.

First Hull Trains aims to offer a personal touch that its
competitors can’t – from getting to know its most
regular customers to making sure that everyone
on board enjoys the most comfortable journey
possible.

Now, one lucky winner from Pickering and Ferens
Homes will climb aboard one of the trains where
staff will be on hand to ensure that their journey
is pleasurable and relaxing. They will also enjoy
complimentary food and drinks in the First Class
carriage.

First Hull Trains is proud to be one of the best
and most customer-focused long distance train
operators in the UK.

Passengers requiring extra assistance while travelling
onboard can make use of the Passenger Assist
service, ensuring they receive assistance getting on
and off the train in Hull and London.

HOW TO ENTER:
To be in with a chance of winning, simply write to us and tell us the names of the top tourist attraction you
would like to visit in London and why. Please send your entry to: Pickering and Ferens Homes, Silvester
House, The Maltings, Silvester Street, Hull, HU1 3HA. Closing date: 25th October 2013

We can provide this information on audio tape, large print or Braille
and in minority languages. For more information please contact
Pickering and Ferens Homes on (01482) 223783. www.pfh.org.uk
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Sign up for The Residents’
Show on October 10th at the
Mercure Royal Hotel...
This is a free event, from
10am to 4pm, to all Pickering
& Ferens Homes residents
and includes a whole host of
activity potentially including:
• Coffee and cake
• Capsule Wardrobe
Demonstration
• Speed Socialising
• Zumba Workshop
• Health and well-being
workshops

Delighted In Bloom
winners share
their secrets
Resident awarded Arctic Star
Walking group braves
Humber Bridge

• Buffet Lunch
• Live cookery demonstration
• Talks from a number of
speakers
Call (01482) 223783 to book
your place.
Read more on Page 11.

A day in the life of...
Claire Warren

Sneak preview of the
Annual Report

Flying the flag, dealing with
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Time to swap skills

Residents scrutinise our service
Blue plaque unveiled

Win a trip for 2 to London, with
afternoon tea at The Ritz
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What a busy Summer we
have had at Pickering and
Ferens Homes. We are really
progressing at a significant rate
and I am pleased that we are
steaming ahead with a whole
range of different projects now
including the introduction of
more activities that contribute
to residents’ positive lifestyles
and sense of well-being. A good
example of this work is the fact
that we are embarking on a
project with Hull and East Riding
and Hull City Council, called
Time Banking, which you can
read more about on Page 7.
It’s also really great to see how
much pride residents are taking
in their outdoor spaces as well.
I must admit when I saw the
gardens shortlisted for our annual
In Bloom competition, I was
amazed at the time and effort
invested by residents. Clearly the
appearance of your individual
gardens, window boxes and so
on contributes to the overall look
and feel of each of our schemes
as a whole.

Keeping residents up-to-date
with our performance
(1 April 2013 - 30 June 2013)
st

th

Fact
Corner

100%

appointments kept out
of all appointments made
Only

0.5%

of properties are vacant
and available to let

In the last issue of People First, I
talked about plans to modernise
our internal systems. We have
made really good progress with
this piece of work, which includes
an on-going review of all our
team’s roles and responsibilities
to ensure the organisation is fit
for the future to deliver the best
possible service to residents.
There is still much to do and we
will keep residents informed of
what we are up to and how we
are continuing to provide good
value for money through new
ways of working.
We also appealed for residents
to come forward and test out
our new online Resident Portal
and Text Messaging service,
which was featured in the last
magazine. Although a number
of residents expressed their
interest, we are still looking for
more volunteers so please do let
us know if you are interested as
residents’ involvement is key to
its success.
As we continue to focus on
resident engagement, it’s really
pleasing to see how well our
resident scrutiny work is going.
The residents who are involved
in this are playing an important
part in analysing our services,
and indeed shaping the way we
work going forward. Read more
on page 10.
I hope you enjoy reading the rest
of our latest news in this issue!
Best wishes

Claire
94.8%

Current
resident arrears

of all reactive repairs
completed within
target time

11.4%
An average
re-let time for
properties is

13.8 89.6%
days
of rent was collected
out of all rent owed
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Resident awarded Arctic Star for war
efforts after more than seven decades
He hadn’t yet celebrated
his 17th Birthday when
duty called for resident
Ted Harland.
Whisked away to the battle
zone in the Arctic Circle, Tom
would eventually spend almost
five years serving in one of the
harshest climates across the
globe.
Now, after more than 70 years,
Ted – who lives at one of the
Richardson’s Court properties
which we manage in Bridlington
– has been awarded a medal for
his services during the Second
World War.
He said: “If I said I was
made up then it would be
an understatement – I am so
pleased to have received this
medal, it means so much to me.
It means everything to me in fact.
“Some chap came all the way
up from Portsmouth to present
me with the medal. It was such a
lovely gesture.”
Ted was awarded the medal
after serving in the Arctic Circle
during the war as a member of
the Royal Navy.
German U-Boats patrolled below
the surface as Ted and his fellow
crew on the HMS Alnwick Castle
were protecting the convoys
en-route to help the allied forces
of Russia as they took on the
Nazi on the eastern front.
Ted was the operator of the
Squids – a then new technology
designed to sink submarines –
and was part of the crew which
sunk U-425 on February 17,
1945 in the Barents Sea near
Murmansk.
52 crew members of U425 died
and only one survived.

The Arctic Star
“At the time you don’t consider
the dangers,” Tom said.
“Looking back it is a miracle I
even made it back – so many
didn’t.
“I have fond memories though,
there was so much to see and do
and as such a young boy it was
one big adventure and you just
got on with things.
“A lot of people carried out
some pretty brave things and to
be recognised with a medal is
very welcome indeed.”

The Arctic Star is a
campaign medal
awarded for service
in World War II
above the Arctic
Circle. It is a
retrospective award,
coming nearly
seventy years after
the end of World
War II and was announced
in late 2012
The Arctic Star is a six-pointed
bronze star similar in appearance
to the other Campaign Stars
awarded for service in World
War II. It is 40mm high and
40mm wide
The obverse has a central design
of the Royal Cypher of King
George VI, surmounted by a
crown. The cypher is surrounded
by a circlet containing the words
‘The Arctic Star’
The star is suspended by a
ribbon with colours representing
the three Armed Services, red
for the Merchant Navy, and a
central white stripe, edged in
black, representing the Arctic
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“We braved the Humber Bridge walk!”

The sun was beating
down when a dedicated
group of residents set
about walking across
the Humber Bridge
recently.
Members of our walking group,
which has been meeting for over
a year now every Thursday at our
Humber View scheme at Victoria
Dock, successfully walked across
the bridge and back – walking
just under 3 miles in total.
Many members of the group,
couldn’t even walk to the end
of their street and back when
they first started out and are now
walking five miles or more each
week.
The group walked across the
Humber Bridge to raise money
for The British Heart Foundation
(BHF). Lesley Craker, Pickering
and Ferens Homes’ Community
Liaison Officer, says the group
was launched to achieve much
more than simply physical fitness.

Anyone who wants to join the group, no
no matter what their current walking ability
is, can do so by calling Lesley Craker
on (01482) 223783

money
raised b
y
the walk
ers so f
ar...

£450

If anyone would like to sponsor them you still
can, by contacting Lesley Craker on the same number.
She said: “The group has
always been about improving
residents’ overall health, but it’s
about mental well-being too.
Getting out into the fresh air and
achieving the goal of walking
somewhere with other residents
is very rewarding.

“The residents have done very
well to accomplish walking over
the Humber Bridge and back, it
was a fantastic day and we are so
proud that we did it – especially
given the hot weather that day.”
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A day in the life of... Claire Warren
Pickering and Ferens Homes’ Chief Executive

People First magazine
carried out an interview
with Claire Warren, which
was recently featured
in Hull Daily Mail’s “The
Business” supplement.
We have taken the opportunity
to publish the full interview in
People First to give residents an
opportunity to get to know the
woman at the helm of Pickering
and Ferens Homes a little better.

Working day
My day usually starts at 6am,
making sure my teenage son
is out of bed for his morning
newspaper round, doing packed
lunches, getting myself ready
and plucking my 7-year-old out
of bed half asleep so we can get
to the childminder’s. Getting out
of the house on time is always a
bit of a sprint!
I have an hour’s commute to
the office and I use this as my
“gearing up” time for work. It’s
time where I can think about
the day ahead, what I want to
achieve and also time to reflect
on Pickering and Ferens Homes’
objectives and ensure we are on
track. I’m definitely a morning
person and usually come up with
my best ideas early in the day.
Pickering and Ferens Homes
is well established in the city
and renowned as an excellent
provider of quality rented homes
for older people. My challenge
since starting as the new Chief
Executive in February is to
ensure that every day we try to
improve what we can offer – be
that by developing new homes
to help towards the people
on our waiting list anxious for
a new home or by improving
the services we provide to our
existing residents.

Today I am meeting with the
Resident-led Scrutiny Panel to
discuss their work. We have
a strong reputation, with 98
per cent resident satisfaction
recorded in a recent survey, but
we recognise that we need to
work hard to keep this up. One
of our ambitions is to ensure that
our residents have a strong voice
and influence decisions, which is
what the panel is all about.
We are reviewing our resident
involvement work at the
moment, and part of that
includes broadening our activities
programme for residents, with
an aim of focusing on health and
well-being and injecting an even
heftier dose of enjoyment into
residents’ lives!

I also recently visited our 20
new homes on Askew Avenue,
west Hull, to see how our new
residents are settling in. It’s
wonderful to hear how their new
homes have changed their lives
for the better, what a great job I
have!

Down time
As every busy Mum will tell you,
downtime is hard to come by. I
spend a lot of time in the guise
of a taxi driver, taking my children
to their various activity clubs and
social gatherings. I love going to
the gym, cycling and generally
keeping fit. I also enjoy eating
out (hence the keeping fit bit!),
musical theatre, reading and a
day at the coast regardless of the
weather is always a treat.
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Flying the flag, dealing with dementia
A city-wide academy that aims to improve quality of
life for people suffering from dementia has trained
nine members of staff at Pickering and Ferens Homes
to be Dementia Ambassadors.
We are delighted to have
teamed up with the Dementia
Academy to run the training
for members of our staff.
Diane Redburn, who leads
the academy on behalf of Hull
City Council, said: “The thing
that really came across when
we trained team members
at Pickering and Ferens
Homes was the enthusiasm
and commitment they
demonstrated.
“They were so open to the
training and quite clearly
wanted to do more in the
future. I was really impressed
and it’s fantastic news that we
now have nine more Dementia
Ambassadors in the city.”

Blue plaque
marks spot of
Christopher
Pickering’s
former home
Pickering and Ferens
Homes is delighted to
have part-funded the
installation of a blue
heritage plaque on a
property closely linked
to our own roots.
Philanthropist Christopher
Pickering, one of the
association’s original founders,
once lived in a property in
Coltman Street that is now
being featured on BBC Two
show Restoration.

The Dementia Academy
launched in February 2011 and
has been providing training for
people across the city since
January this year. The aim of
the Dementia Ambassadors
programme is to arm
professionals with the skills
and knowledge they need to
share information and mentor
people on all things dementia
related.
Once trained, they act as
role models for best practice
and encourage positive
attitudes towards dealing
with dementia, ultimately
creating dementia friendly
communities.

Alzheimer Society
dance classes
The A Ward Dance Academy
hosts dance classes for the
Alzheimer Society fortnightly on
Wednesdays between 1.30pm
and 3pm. The class takes place
at the academy’s studio located
at 58-72 Holderness Road
(formerly The Green Man pub),
in east Hull. The facility has
two studios consisting of more
than 5,000 square feet of dance
floor space overall. For more
information, call Annette on
(01482) 811070.

The home is being restored
to its original glory by the
new owners, who were keen
to draw attention to the
property’s heritage by securing
a blue plaque and approached
Pickering and Ferens Homes to
support it.
Christopher Pickering was born
in 1842, the son of a tailor. In
1914, he built almshouses,
a church, park and children’s
home in the west of Kingston
upon Hull. The almshouses
now form part of Pickering and
Ferens Homes.
Claire Warren, chief executive of Pickering and
The Coltman
to
Ferens Homes, said: “We were really pleased
Street house
for
ue
plaq
blue
get involved with securing the
was converted
this
Christopher Pickering’s former home. Clearly
into flats in the
ry
early 1980s, but property is very closely linked with our histo
as it is
is now being
and the housing association wouldn’t exist
her
stop
Chri
of
y
rosit
restored to its
today if it wasn’t for the gene
for
nice
y
former glory.
Pickering all those years ago, so it’s reall
us to forge a link of this nature in the city.”
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Time to swap skills

Paula Kelly, Director
of Housing Services,
is pictured with Kate
Macdonald (left) and
Sharon Rudkin (right)

Do you have a skill that
you could share with
others?
Pickering and Ferens Homes
has linked up with TimeBank
Hull and East Riding and
Hull City Council to promote
timebanking, which offers a
way of connecting people to
exchange skills and resources.
No money changes hands –
people simply do things free
of charge for other people
registered with the programme
and in return they can ask
other people to do things for
them. Everyone has a skill
they can offer, be it reading
to others, gardening, DIY
or dance lessons and so on.
Core principles are everyone
has something to offer and
everyone’s time is equal – an
hour equals an hour’s credit.
Hull City Council has recently
started working with TimeBank
Hull and East Riding to
promote timebanking amongst
older people. Now, Pickering
and Ferens Homes is delighted
to be getting on board.

Sharon Rudkin, from the Older
People’s Mental Health Team
at Hull City Council, said:
“Older people have a wealth
of knowledge and experience
to share – Timebanking helps
them to retain those skills
and share them with others.
The idea is that we will help
connect people so that they
can exchange skills and
expertise with each other.
“We actually hope that this
work will be intergenerational
too, so it’s not simply about
older people sharing their
skills with people of the same
age. Timebanking connects
people across generations
and different circumstances,
and enables them to work
together to get things done. It
also takes us back to that old
idea of good neighbourliness
and helping each other. The
skills they might swap could be
anything from someone who
can fix a puncture or a solicitor
able to offer advice, through
to somebody who can do
massage or teach knitting..

“I hope that by promoting
this initiative amongst older
people, we will get away from
the idea that older people
simply receive help – they
also have a lot to give and
timebanking will give them
a sense of purpose and wellbeing in what they are doing.”
Anyone who registers for
timebanking will initially meet
with Sharon or another broker
within the time bank team
as part of a group session
with others interested in the
initiative, giving them chance
to socialise with each other
and potentially immediately
identify skills they could
swap. Risk assessments and
DRB checks are carried out if
necessary, all depending on
individual circumstances.
The Time Bank will work with
residents to help them identify
which skills they might be
able to swap with others and
match them up with other
suitable people taking part in
Timebanking.

For more information, visit www.timebankhullandeastriding.co.uk
and contact Sharon or Kate Macdonald (Time Bank Co-ordinator) on
(01482) 494785
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Blooming beautiful gardens...
The competition is always
tough, and the standard keeps
getting better every year in the
Pickering and Ferens Homes
In Bloom competition.
Despite the ever increasing
demands, Mrs Maureen Moore
from Ashbury Court, was once
again victorious – taking her
wins to four out of the last five
years. She truly is the most
successful of all our green
fingered residents.

“I’m entirely self-taught so
anyone thinking about getting
into gardening should be able
to, it’s really not that hard as
long as you give it the time
and dedication. I’m certainly
not a professional but I’ve
created my own little haven
and I just enjoy being out
there.

Mrs Moore’s top tip:

”

Garden

Keep on top of your
deadheading and always
make sure the flowers get
enough water.

”

“I’ve now got a little gnome
as well that my grandkids
have bought me which just
looks lovely.”

Mrs Moore said: “I take a lot
of time getting out and about
in my garden, I think that is
the key to it looking nice. I
can always be seen out there
with my watering can and my
bucket for deadheading.
“If I am honest, I am not
too sure all the time what
the names of the plants and
flowers are – if I like the look
of them then I plant them,
and if they grow, they grow.
Although my favourites are
fuchsias and begonias.

Mrs Irene Wooton, from
Westgarth Avenue, was the
winner of the Best Containers
competition – a hard fought
category.
She said: “I just love gardening
and certainly with the summer
we’ve had it’s been a real
pleasure to have been out
there every day.
“I started gardening when I
was a young girl in the war,
but didn’t actually enjoy it
that much! It wasn’t until I got
married and had a garden of
my own that I really got into it
quite seriously.

“You have to spend a lot of
time getting things right and
looking after the soil, I use
chicken manure every year
and dig it into the soil so
when it comes to planting and
growing the soil is very rich
and healthy.”

Mrs Wooten’s top tip:

”

Best Container

Try to understand what
type of soil you have and
grow plants which like
that type.

”
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Hanging baskets are a
beautiful addition to any
garden, and if done well can
be real show stoppers.

Mr Mennel’s top tip:

”

Best Basket

Feed the plants well at least twice a week and always keep
on top of watering them – this is a must to make sure you get
lots of flower heads.

”

And that is what Mr Charlie
Mennel created according to
the judges of the Best Basket
category for the In Bloom
competition.
Mr Mennel, from Royal Court,
said: “I do pride myself on my
hanging baskets and love to
tend to them – which is key
to the success of growing any
plant really, you have to take
the time and patience to look
after them.
“It’s lovely to win the
award and it was the first
year I entered. It’s a great
competition for everyone at
PFH to get involved in but I
really do all the gardening to
make the place somewhere
nice for myself and my wife.”

This prestigious award was
scooped by Mr John Holliday
- for the second time in three
years.
From his allotment near his
home in Majestic Court at the
Broadway, he grow carrots,
onions, cabbages, potatoes
and turnips – plus a few other
bits and bobs depending on
the season.
He said: “It’s great to win the
award, I love being out there
and tending to my veggies – it
keeps me out from under the
wife’s feet and it means we
get fresh vegetables with our
dinner every night.
“It is relaxing and very
satisfying when you pick them
and have fresh veg whenever
you want it.

“It’s actually quite easy as well
once you get into it – all the
instructions are on the back
of the packet and as long as
you follow them properly they
always come out nice.”

Mr Holliday’s top tip:

”

Best Veg Patch

Spend at least half
an hour a day in the
garden to keep on top of
the weeds.

”
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Residents
shadow
housing
officers on
property
viewings
Members of the
Resident-led Scrutiny
Panel have been hard
at work shadowing
housing officers as they
view properties with
prospective residents.

The aim of the shadowing
work is to help panel members
understand more about what
officers do and say at the initial
property viewing, giving them
chance to really get to grips
with all aspects of the property
offer process.
Members of the group have
enjoyed seeing first-hand how
officers carry out their work.
They have been reviewing the
policies and procedures the
association follows and the
documents it uses when letting
properties.
The residents involved say it’s
also a great opportunity to talk
to prospective residents about
what they thought and if they
felt anything could be done to
improve the viewing process
or if there was anything else
they would like to know at the
viewing.

All in all, shadowing housing
officers, when added to all
the other work the panel has
done, will give them a rounded
view of the topic they are
investigating on behalf of both
the association and existing
and potential future residents,
enabling them to report back
to the Board of Trustees on
their findings.
Kate Marie Crowley, one of
the Housing Officers who was
shadowed by panel members,
said: “I hope that having
panel members shadow me
helps them get a really good
understanding of the work we
do and that as a result they can
help us to improve the services
we provide.”
If you would like to find out
more about the work of the
panel, or become a member
please contact Katie Burton on
(01482) 223783.

Sneak preview of the Annual Report
Our 2012/13 annual
report is almost
complete and ready for
distribution, thanks to
a helping hand from
our residents’ working
group.
Members of the Annual Report
Working Group have helped
shape the look and feel of our
new, improved annual report.

We aim to develop the
document, in line with
feedback from residents and
key stakeholders, year on
year. This year, we think the
document makes a more
interesting read than ever
before.

Meanwhile, mini case studies
called “Resident Focus”
feature residents’ real life
stories throughout the report,
bringing our services to life.

Watch o
ut for
your co
py of th
e
report a
rriving
in
the pos
t towar
d
s
the end
of
Septem
ber.

Key performance results have
been published in a visual way
to help readers get to grips
with our facts and figures in a
much more accessible way.
Home
What we did last year

Renewed

24
central heating

5

Renewed
kitchens at Sherwood
Court and
kitchens at
Broadway Village

systems at
Bush Close and
Forester Way

Carried out
gas
safety checks

956

38

We carried out
Painted

Renewed the
entrance doors
at Christopher
Pickering Lodge
and Humber View

287

properties
including
painting
communal areas
Spent around

4,971
repairs of which
2,608

£155

major planned
repairs and maintenance

How did we perform?
97.3%

of residents
are very
or fairly
satisfied with
the repairs and
maintenance service

idents 2012/2013
Annual Report for Res
6

93.9%

of urgent and
routine repairs
completed
within target time

We would like more information on
the planned maintenance schedule
We published the latest schedule
at the start of the financial year
in People First, and also on our
website, and discuss it at each Area
Forum meeting.

were
routine repairs

The average cost of
each day to day
repair was

£1.6million
on day to day,

You said, we did

All

our properties
meet the
national Decent
Homes Standard

Resident focus
Moving to our new
bungalow at The
Jacobs Homes has
completely changed
our lives.
This is how Judy Egan
describes the way she
feels about her new Pickering and Ferens
Homes property, which forms part of our £2.4m development of The
Jacobs Homes properties.
Judy and husband John moved into their two-bedroomed energy
efficient bungalow off Askew Avenue, West Hull, at the beginning of
April and they say life has never been so good for them.

Working in partnership to make homes warmer
We are keen to make residents’ homes as warm as possible and by working with our partners we are able to access
funding to help achieve this. Last year, following feedback from residents, 24 homes at Bush Close and Forester Way
and two bungalows in Tickton had their heating changed from inefficient electric storage heaters to highly efficient
gas central heating using government funding of £108,000. At the same time we changed the windows and doors
and made sure that the properties were highly insulated.

to get a
I was over the moon
home last year
gas supply at my
of
Janet Blades
Forester Way

Working closely with our residents meant we identified that some needed extra help and advice and we asked our
partners to visit these residents to offer them specialist help and advice, in particular on how to use their heating
effectively and get the best energy deal for their money.
Residents have told us what a difference the work we did and advice they were given has made to their lives and we
will keep looking at how we can take advantage of any funding and specialist support that is available.

Our local offers to you
• We offer to leave you a copy of your Annual Gas Safety
Certificate following your gas service
• We offer to check all smoke and CO2 alarms at the
same time as the gas service
• We offer an appointment through our contractors to
carry out urgent and routine repairs
• We offer to have a Compensation Policy if we do not
complete repairs in time
• We offer to work with residents to help them effectively
use their energy

What we plan to do this year
Undertake a Stock Condition Survey to help us plan for the future maintenance needs
of our homes
Renew 89 central heating systems at Priory Road, Icelandic Close, Rustenburg Street
and Steynburg Street
Renew 74 kitchens at Westgarth Avenue and 26 kitchens at Summergroves
Replace sheds at Icelandic and Green Close
Improve the paving at Bush Close / Forester Way and Ferens Haven
Look for other funding opportunities to improve the thermal efficiency of our homes
7
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Sneak preview of The Residents’ Show!
Residents are being
encouraged to take part in a
variety of exciting workshops
at our first ever Residents’
Show.
One of the workshops is being
hosted by Mercury, Pickering
and Ferens Homes’ marketing
and communications
partner. They are sending
photographer Les Stubbs
along to do a talk about his
career as a photographer and
to teach residents how to set
up and capture the best
photographs.
Thursday,
October 10th
Mercury Royal
Hotel
10am - 4pm

Les has been
in the photography
business for more
than 40 years and
can offer residents
an interesting insight into
photography, since he has
seen the transition from film to
digital photography.
Les recently released a
book about his work in the
photography industry called
2,000 Weddings, But No
Funerals.
The workshop is just one
of many being held at The
Residents’ Show, which has
been organised to encourage
residents to join us for a
fantastic day of activities and
socialising. To book your place
at the Residents’ Show, call
(01482) 223783.

Thank you to Mike
Mike Foster, a resident at The
Bowling Circle, has announced
he is standing down from
the Residents’ Editorial Panel
but will continue to attend a
number of other Pickering and
Ferens Homes working groups
that he is actively involved in.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank Mike for
his three years’ service to the
editorial panel, during which
time he has brought a whole
host of good
ideas to the
table and
always offered
a valuable
opinion on
the on-going
development
and layout of
the magazine.

Be vigilant when leaving windows open
Pickering and Ferens Homes
would like to remind residents
to be ensure their windows are
secure.
The police advise people to
be mindful of leaving windows
open, especially windows on
lower levels and ones which
are near to flat roofs, like those
which feature above garages
and extensions.

They also advise not leaving
any ladders out that you might
use to wash your windows or
maintain your hedges, which
could be used by a thief to
gain access.
Police have stated that thieves
prefer to gain entry easily,
commit their crimes quickly
and then exit in a short amount
of time; and that they are

more likely to choose a home
with an open window or door.
Pickering and Ferens Homes
doesn’t wish to alarm
residents with this article, but
unfortunately a resident has
recently reported an incident
of this nature to us. Therefore
we are encouraging residents
to take extra precautions
to avoid the same thing
happening to them.

Bidding farewell to committed panel member
It is with great sadness
that we report a member
of the Residents’ Editorial
Panel has unfortunately
passed away.

Sylvia made considerable
contributions not only to
the editorial panel - which is
responsible for contributing
to People First magazine - but
also to a number of other
resident-led initiatives.

Sylvia Potts, who has been
a Pickering and Ferens
Homes resident for 16 years
at Barrington Avenue.

Sylvia was a very popular
member of the editorial panel
and her sense of humour
always brought a smile to the
meetings. She will be sadly
missed.

